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Guests in the textile museum - Jane Callender
I love dyeing textile, just for fun without any purpose, and if I happen to find a use for one of my dyed fabrics it is
the icing on the cake. Whenever I learn there is somebody somewhere teaching a new textile dying technique, I
have to be there, so as soon as I heard in July that an English lady, Jane Callender, would hold a lecture and slide
show on shibori in the Textile Museum, I registered, All I had known about this technique was that small pieces of
fabric wrapped around large pickle jars, and larger pieces of fabric wrapped around water pipes were then dyed,
With the blessings from the gods the result is a beautiful patterned cloth suitable for dressmaking, curtains etc.,
Two such beauties can be seen on the home page our Guild under the heading of Classes (“Textiles dyeing in
Tiszaύjváros”). Unfortunately beginners do need a certain amount of luck. I have seen some shibori not worthy
for display.
On entering the Textile Museum I had a pleasant surprise, Jane was setting up an exhibition on two tables and
display screens. I could see her wonderful creations had not been made using a pipe but by stitching, binding and
folding.
In the course of her lecture we soon learnt that shibori is a Japanese word meaning compressing, twisting and
squeezing, and in Japan several dying methods are called this name, mainly involving tie-dyeing. Jane’s creations
are primarily gathered with stitches and dyed with indigo, she showed us a photo of a section of her garden
where she cultivates indigo in a small hot house. (Lost in translation - should read – where she dyes with indigo).
The first part of Jane’s lecture was about indigo dyeing through the ages. Two of the major types of indigo dying
are shibori and another would be the traditional Hungarian blue printing, which produces motifs by way of resist
printing. It is a different matter that today’s indigo dyes have less to do with the indigo plant itself. Woad was
mass produced in Central Europe in the Middle Ages, and from the mid-19th century synthetic dyes appeared.
Jane even told us their chemical composition, she showed us lots of photos of Asian and African workshops,
people engaged in dying as well as dying tools.
The second half of the lecture focused on textiles produced with shibori, unfortunately without discussing in
detail the techniques themselves. Only a few pictures were flashed of fabric gathered in 3D ready to be dyed, This
was followed by lots of beautiful shibori textiles as well as garments and textile art, The first photos were of
Japanese work, No wonder, since this technique looks back to a history of 55 years in Japan, Itchiku Kubota is the
best known Japanese shibori artist who lived in the Edo period and developed a method for kimono dying from
another technique. In Japan, the usual large scale motifs derived through shibori are customarily enhanced by
subsequent detailed hand painting, whiles shibori was used in the past to make kimono and other garments,
fabric produced with this ancient method is still used to day to make exquisite dresses al be it with modern
designs, However, it is not only fashion that changes, but the dying method evolves too, shibori is no longer a
purely hand-made craft; nowadays the pre-stitching and gathering of the fabric is often done on a sewing
machines, and there are workshops where miles and miles of fabric is prepared for shibori on machines.
Following the Japanese textiles, Jane showed us photos of Chinese and African fabrics and garments, mainly from
Ghana and Senegal, thus providing a link to the next lecture on African textiles by John Gillow.
In the interval we had a chance to view Jane’s work and the pre-stitching on two of the shibori pieces she was
working on as well as purchase kits each containing a description of a motif, and some also including a stencil all
at prices standard in England. I could not resist buying two patterns and a spool of special shibori thread. That
same evening my first stitch shibori was completed – or that is what I though until the following morning when I
washed the cloth and there was nothing to be seen on it! My next attempt was more successful. I spent two days
surfing the net and found lots of patterns and articles on dyeing but very little in the way of describing and
demonstrating the technique, I could find only one book on the subject available in Hungary but it was in English
and rather expensive, I might order some from overseas if needed. At the moment I feel that for the majority of
motifs it is possible to guess or work out how to produce them and I am planning to make beautiful scarves and
table cloths for Christmas. Maybe in green to be festive.
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